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Economic outlook, challenges and policies
I. Economic outlook
II. Challenges and opportunities: Protectionism, tax
competition, Brexit, Italy
III. Normalizing monetary policy
IV. Stabilizing the euro area

I. Economic outlook

Extra: Analysis of member-state fiscal stabilization policy
and euro area level fiscal capacity
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Long-lasting upturn: Record length in Germany
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Global economic growth is moderating
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Declining growth, increasing over-utilization
in Germany and euro area
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Contributions to output gap in euro area
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World trade slowed
Contributions to world import volume growth

II. Challenges: Protectionism, tax
competition, Brexit, Italy
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U.S. Tax Cuts and Jobs Act: Largest tax reform since 1986

U.S. tariff increases and countermeasures by EU and China
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Budgetary effects (% of GDP)
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Increased tax competition

Brexit: Estimates of long-term effects
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Effective
corporate income
tax rate
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Italy: market discipline
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III. Normalizing monetary policy
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Consumer price inflation: International comparison

Central bank rates: International comparison
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Euro area inflation trending up
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Central bank balance sheets
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ECB balance sheet: Assets

Central bank balance sheets
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ECB Balance sheet: Liabilities
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Target 2 balances and excess liquidity
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Financial stability risks: possibly excessive asset
prices, interest rate risk at banks up

Proposal: A strategy for monetary policy normalization
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Monetary-fiscal interactions: Governments postpone
consolidation, pro-cyclical fiscal policy.
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Central banks are now major creditors of
governments
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Risks to central bank independence
Sovereign debt holdings expose central bank to sovereign member states.
Recall Italian coalition plan to reduce government debt by 250 bln Euro at the
expense of Bank of Italy balance sheets.
Bank of Italy financial buffers,
124 bln Euro. (provisions, capital
, reserves, valuation reserves).
 negative equity 126 bln Euro
 Profits too small to recover.
2017 net profit of BoI: 3,4 bln.

IV. Stabilizing the euro area

2005-07, 50-130 mln Euro.
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Priority for sustainable fiscal policy on national level

Strengthen ESM, caution regarding SBBS

National fiscal policy needs to adjust to member state situation, not be
constrained by a prescription for euro area fiscal stance

ESM is a key element of euro architecture
Add rules for orderly restructuring of sovereign debt in crisis case
Add mandate for monitoring fiscal policy of member states

Joint fiscal capacity or other transfer mechanisms not needed

Medium term: Possible fiscal backstop for SRF in systemic crisis

 Structural and cyclical effects not easy to separate, potential for moral hazard
 National fiscal policy achieves stabilization via intertemporal adjustment, if
needed with help of ESM
 More risk-sharing via capital markets by strengthening capital market union

Sovereign-bond-backed securities
Strict conditions avoiding implicit liability risks
Emission by private actors, abolish regulatory privilege of sovereign debt
First abolish regulatory bias against securitisation of sovereign bonds
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Breaking sovereign-bank nexus – abolish privileges
of sovereign debt in bank regulation

Sovereign-bank nexus still major problem
Ratio of banks‘ sovereign exposures to own funds by country and country groups
Host country
Euro area exluding host
country
Other EU
United States
Other countries

Introduce risk weights for sovereign debt
Introduce large exposure limits or possibly concentration charges in
terms of risk-weighted capital
Common deposit insurance only after substantial further risk
reduction (and conditional on abolition of sovereign privileges).
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Capital markets union: Need to strenghten more
resilient forms of financing, especially equity
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Reduce barriers to financial market integration

Unify regulation and supervision
No push for „national champions“
Harmonize insolvency law
Expand ESMA‘s powers
Strenghten capital-based pension system to increase
supply of capital
Important role for investment funds
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Inflation and output gaps: Heterogeneity

Extra: Analysis of intra- and inter-national
transfers to offset asymmetric shocks
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Trend versus cycle: cyclical difference smaller
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Taylor rules for selected member states
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Member states can use fiscal stabilization to make
up for lack of exchange rate flexibility

Taylor rules for selected member states
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Proposed euro area level fiscal capacity for „insurance“
would induce long-lasting net transfers
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